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Abstract—In this paper, we present a novel approach for semiautomatic question generation to support academic writing. Our system

first extracts key phrases from students’ literature review papers. Each key phrase is matched with a Wikipedia article and classified into

one of five abstract concept categories: Research Field, Technology, System, Term, and Other. Using the content of the matched

Wikipedia article, the system then constructs a conceptual graph structure representation for each key phrase and the questions are

then generated based the structure. To evaluate the quality of the computer generated questions, we conducted a version of the

Bystander Turing test, which involved 20 research students who had written literature reviews for an IT methods course. The

pedagogical values of generated questions were evaluated using a semiautomated process. The results indicate that the students had

difficulty distinguishing between computer-generated and supervisor-generated questions. Computer-generated questions were also

rated as being as pedagogically useful as supervisor-generated questions, and more useful than generic questions. The findings also

suggest that the computer-generated questions were more useful for the first-year students than for second or third-year students.

Index Terms—Automatic question generation, writing support, natural language processing

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

REVIEWING the literature to summarize and build upon
current knowledge about a topic is a key part of

academic writing [1]. According to Steward [2] a good
review should present a critical discussion of relevant
materials, with the goal of developing new ideas from
available evidence and knowledge. Unfortunately, deter-
mining the relevance of materials, engaging in critical
discussion, and synthesizing evidence are precisely what
students often find difficult in writing literature reviews [3].
This paper discusses the provision of reflective questions as
a way to help students overcome some of these problems.

Generic trigger questions have been widely used for
literature review support [4]. These are questions such as
“Have you critically analyzed the literature you use?” and
“Have you discussed how your project will contribute to that
discipline or field?” While generic questions may be useful,
students may benefit more from questions which are
specific to the content of their document. However, creating
such specific questions is typically difficult and time
consuming. The goal of our research is to develop a fully
automated method to generate specific questions to
support academic writing.

Automatic Question Generation (AQG) is a challenging
task which involves natural language understanding and
generation [5]. Three major aspects of AQG have been
addressed in the literature: selection of the target content
(what to ask about), selection of the question types (e.g.,
Who, Why, Yes/No), and construction of the actual
questions. An increasing number of automatic question
generation techniques have been explored [6], [7], [8], [9],
[10]. Most of this research has focused on generating
questions for supporting reading comprehension or voca-
bulary assessment using factual or nonfactual questions.
These questions can be asked to any student in the cohort
and assessed by anyone qualified in the topic. In contrast,
our work focuses on generating trigger questions to support
academic writing, In this context the questions are based on
the individual students’ work and therefore can only be
assessed by them.

In a previous study [11], we described and evaluated a
QG approach that focuses on citation sentences in a literature
review. In that approach, we classified citation sentences into
these categories: Opinion, Aim, Result, Method, System, and
Other. For example, if a student describes an opinion found
in a citation: “Cannon (1927) challenged this view mentioning
that physiological changes were not sufficient to discriminate
emotions,” the system would generate trigger questions
about, for instance, the evidence regarding the opinion:
Why did Cannon challenge this view mentioning that physiolo-
gical changes were not sufficient to discriminate emotions? (What
evidence is provided by Cannon to prove the opinion?) Does any
other scholar agree or disagree with Cannon?

Our evaluation showed that the automatically generated
questions outperformed generic questions; furthermore,
they were judged as being equally useful compared to
questions generated by human supervisors. In another
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study [12], we analyzed 125 trigger questions generated by
25 human supervisors for supporting their research
students’ literature review. We identified important cate-
gories of concepts which the questions were about. These
categories included Research Field, System, Technical Term,
Technologies, Opinion, Result and Application. We also
identified three frequent question types: Concept, Verifica-
tion, and Judgment, based on a question taxonomy proposed
by Grasser and Person [13].

The present study builds upon our previous studies. In
this study, we propose a novel approach to address three
key challenges of automatic trigger question generation for
supporting writing. The first challenge concerns the
identification of key/central concepts from the potentially
many concepts that are contained in an academic paper.
The second is related to the system’s lack of knowledge
about the domain discussed in an academic paper. And the
third is how to evaluate whether the questions generated by
the system are considered useful by authors/students.

To address the first challenge of identifying key
concepts, the system uses an unsupervised extraction
algorithm to extract key phrases from an academic paper.
The system then classifies each key phrase based on a
Wikipedia article matched with the key phrase by using a
rule-based approach. The key phrases can belong to one of
the following five concepts adapted from a conceptual
taxonomy proposed by Lehnert et al. [14].

1. Research Field: The key phrase is about a research
field. For example, “Social sciences are the fields of
academic scholarship that study society.”

2. Technology: the key phrase is related to a technol-
ogy/method/model/algorithm/protocol, e.g.,
“SOAP, originally defined as Simple Object Access
Protocol, is a protocol specification for exchanging
structured information in the implementation of web
services in computer networks.”

3. System: the key phrase refers to a software system or
hardware device. For example, “An image retrieval
system is a computer system for browsing, searching and
retrieving images from a large database of digital images.”

4. Term: the key phrase describes a technical term. For
example, “The term cognitive load is used in cognitive
psychology to illustrate the load related to the executive
control of WM.”

5. Other.

To address the second challenge, Wikipedia was used as
a domain knowledge base. Knowledge from a single article
is used to build conceptual graphs used to generate
questions. Table 1 shows some examples of computer-
generated questions from students’ literature review pa-
pers. For example, the question “One limitation of Principal
Component Analysis is that the results of PCA depend on
the scaling of the variables; how do you address these
issues in your project?” is used to encourage the student to
think about the limitation of this technology and how it is
related to his/her own project.

The third challenge of evaluating the quality of gener-
ated questions is addressed by conducting a Bystander
Turing Test [15], where participants judge whether a
question was generated by a computer system or by human

tutors. The test also asks participants to rate the quality of
the questions. In this study, students writing a literature
review were asked to evaluate the quality of questions
generated by a human tutor, automatically generated
questions, and also generic questions.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 provides a review of the relevant literature.
Section 3 provides details of the process of generating
questions and the architecture and components of the
system evaluated. Section 4 describes the evaluation and
Section 5 the results and discussion. Section 6 concludes
and suggests lines of future work.

2 RELATED RESEARCH

2.1 Writing Support Systems

Haswell [16] reviewed systems for automated feedback
tracing back to the 1950s. These systems have focused on
assessment of end products, and less on providing formative
feedback [17], [18]. The Writer Workshop [19] and Editor
[20] both focus on grammar and style. Sourcer’s Apprentice
Intelligent Feedback system (SAIF) [21] is a computer
assisted essay writing tool used to detect plagiarism, uncited
quotations, lack of citations, and limited content integration
problems. It uses a rule-based approach and Latent
Semantic Analysis (LSA), a technique used to measure the
semantic similarity of texts [22]. SaK, a writing tutoring
system [23] developed at the University of Memphis,
assesses student compositions. It uses multiple animated
characters to provide different aspects of feedback, such as
coherence, purpose, topic, and overall quality. Like SaK, a
number of automated essay assessment tools or scoring
systems [23], [24], [25], [26] has been built based LSA. For
example, Apex [26] uses LSA to assess student essays on
topic coverage, discourse structure, and coherence.
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The Glosser system [27], [28] aims to support reflection
in writing through trigger questions, such as the ones
discussed here. It uses text mining algorithms to help
learners think about issues such as coherence, topics, and
concept visualization. However, Glosser only provides
generic trigger questions.

2.2 Automatic Question Generation Systems

One of the first automatic QG systems proposed for
supporting novices to learn English was AUTOQUEST
[29]. This approach is based on simple pattern matching
rules to transform the declarative sentence into a question.
For example, the pattern S1 (cause) þ so that (conjunction)
þ S2 (effect) can be used to generate why question. For
example, sentence: Jamie had an afternoon nap so that he
wouldn’t fall asleep at the concert later. Question: Why did
Jamie have an afternoon nap? Other systems that support
reading and language learning include Kunichika et al. [7]
who proposed a question generation method based on both
syntactic and semantic information (Space, Time, and
Agent) so that it can generate more question types (Where,
When, and Who). More recently, Mostow and Chen [9]
proposed an approach to generate deep questions based on
a situation model. It can generate what, how and why
questions. For example, what did <character> <verb>?
why/how did <character> <verb> <complement>?

Several approaches have been proposed for automatic
multiple-choice QG [6], [30] from reading materials.
Coniam [30] removed every nth-word in the text to be a
test item, and distractors were identified by choosing the
same part of speech (e.g., noun, verb, or adjective) and
similar word frequency to a tagged corpus. Mitkov and Ha
[6] removed Key Terms, which are noun phrases with a
frequency over a certain threshold. The distractors (e.g.,
hypernyms and hyponyms of the term) were identified by
consulting WordNet. Mitkov and Ha demonstrated that
automatic generation and manual correction of questions
could be more time efficient than manual question creation
alone. However, these automatic QG systems focused on
generating assessment items for learning language or
reading comprehension, and not in providing feedback as
in the current project.

2.3 Key Phrase Extraction Techniques

Key phrases provide important information about the
content of a document. Two approaches for the automatic
extraction of key phrases have been studied. Supervised
techniques require labeled data to train the system and tend
to be more accurate but also more restricted. Unsupervised
techniques do not require training sets and tend to be
applicable to wider knowledge domains, but they are also
less accurate.

Turney [31] introduced a system for key phrase extrac-
tion called GenEx, which is based on a set of parameterized
heuristic rules tuned by a genetic algorithm. Frank et al. [32]
applied a Naı̈ve Bayes classifier for key phrase extraction on
the same data used by Turney, which improved the results.
Both GenEx and the Naı̈ve Bayes classifier are examples of
supervised approaches to key phrase extraction. In general,
supervised approaches require an annotated training set,
which is often not practical.

To eliminate the need for training data, several authors
have developed unsupervised approaches to key phrase

extraction. Barker and Cornacchia [33] ranked noun phrases
extracted from a document by using simple heuristics based
on the length and the frequency of their head noun.
Bracewell et al. [34] clustered terms which share the same
noun term from a list of extracted noun phrases. Another
widely adopted unsupervised approach for key phrase
extraction is to use graph-based ranking methods. Mihalcea
and Tarau [35] represented a document as a term graph
based on term relatedness; a graph based ranking algorithm
is then used to assign importance scores to each term.

The Lingo algorithm [36], another unsupervised ap-
proach, is generally used for clustering web search results.
It is based on singular value decomposition (SVD). The
cluster-label induction phrase in Lingo involves following
steps. First, a term-document matrix A is built from the
input documents. Second, the term-document matrix is
broken into three matrix (U, S, and V) by performing SVD,
such that A ¼ USVT. Third, k column vectors of U are
extracted. Each column vector refers to a cluster or latent
concept. Fourth, the semantic similarities between latent
concepts and single words\phrases are calculated by using
classic cosine distances, M ¼ UT

k � P, where each column
vector of matrix P represents a single word or phrase. Last,
we choose the most similar single word or phrase as the
concept label by finding the largest value in each row of
matrix M. Rows of the matrix M represent latent concepts,
its columns represent phrases or single words, and
individual values are the cosine similarities.

2.4 Tregex in Natural Language Processing (NLP)

Tregex [37] is a powerful syntactic tree search language for
identifying syntactic elements (e.g., main verbs of sen-
tences). It has been widely used for natural language
processing, including for sentence simplification [38] and
question generation [8]. Tregex can be used to specify the
various relations between the tree nodes. For example,
“Node A is the parent of Node B” is denoted as A < B while
“B is the rightmost descendent of A” is denoted as A <<- B.
It also supports regular expressions. For example, NP(Noun
Phrase) </area|discipline?/ matches NP is the parent of
areas or areas, discipline or disciplines.

In a previous study [15], we used Tregex with cue
phrases to classify citation sentences. For example, the
citation (Yi applied natural language processing techniques to
sentiment analysis) was extracted and parsed by using the
Standford parser [39]. The parsed syntactic tree for this
citation sentence is shown in Fig. 1.

The following Tregex rules (which belong to the Method
category) were used to match the cue phrases in the tree:
apply is a main verb and technique is the head of leftmost
noun phrase dominated by the same Verb Phrase (VP) as
the main verb

V P> ðS > ROOT Þ <<; ð=usejapply?=Þ
<<ðNP << �ð=methodjtechnique?=ÞÞ:

Tregex is more powerful than regular sentence classifica-
tion expressions because it can capture a greater number of
syntactic ways with which people write a certain type of
sentence with cue phrases. In this study, we use Tregex to
identify the syntactic structure of sentences and to extract
them as graph nodes.
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2.5 Using Wikipedia as Background Knowledge
Source

Wikipedia can be seen as a lexical semantic resource that
includes knowledge about named entity and domain
specific terms. It has been successfully applied in many
natural language processing tasks, such as named entity
recognition [40], information extraction [41], named entity
disambiguation [42] semantic relatedness [43] between two
concepts and Wikipedia mining toolkit [44]. Wikipedia is
used here for the following reasons. First, with more than
three million pages, it is a very large knowledge base that
covers multiple domains. The text is freely available and it
can be used to filter out irrelevant key phrases. Further-
more, Wikipedia articles can be used to construct con-
ceptual graph structures, a knowledge representation of a
concept/key phrase. The process is made easier because all
articles share a similar structure: section headings, para-
graphs, section list, and linked lists.

Researchers can access Wikipedia in XML dumps, but
they are not programmatically accessible. To overcome this
problem, we used Java Wikipedia Library (JWPL) [45], an
open-source, Java-based APIs. It provides programmatic
access to Wikipedia during large-scale NLP tasks; it can also
parse Wikipedia articles with Wikipedia markup language
and convert them into a relational database.

3 SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

In this section, we provide an overview of the system’s
pipeline architecture shown in Fig. 2.

3.1 Key Phrase Extraction

In the preprocessing stage, all input documents (literature
review papers) are split into sentences. A term-sentence
Vector Space Model (VSM) is then built. In stage 1, the key
phrase extraction based on the VSM was performed using
the Lingo algorithm. The key phrases extracted can be used
in different ways. A fully automatic system could use the

key phrases unfiltered or use a blacklist prepared once (not
in runtime) by a domain expert, and reused as needed. If
the system is not used regularly, a blacklist can be made ad
hoc (as is the case in this study).

If the extracted key phrase is in abbreviated form
(acronym), its full name was searched by using regular
expression pattern matching techniques to increase the
chances of finding matching Wikipedia articles.

3.2 Named Entity Linking and Key Phrase
Classification

The extracted key phrases are linked to Wikipedia articles
using JWPL. If a key phrase matches the title of a Wikipedia
article, that article will be retrieved. Key phrases that cannot
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be matched to any Wikipedia article are discarded. The
definition sentence refers to the first sentence that describes
the key phrase in the first section of a Wikipedia page.
(Examples of definition sentence are shown in the conceptual
taxonomy in the introduction section.) From each retrieved
Wikipedia page, we identify the definition sentence as one
type of the conceptual taxonomy by using Tregex expres-
sion rules. We use this definition to classify the associated
key phrase.

As a training set, this study used 23 literature review
papers also written by postgraduate engineering students,
but different from the ones in the evaluation. From this
corpus 280 key phrases were generated by using the Lingo
algorithm, and 180 definition sentences were extracted
manually from these key phrases. Twelve common syntac-
tical rules for classifying the definition sentence were
developed from these definition sentences. The most
frequent linguistic pattern for a definition sentence is that
the subject complement is in the form of a possessive case.
The following pattern indicates necessary linguistic units.
{BE} means some form of be, such as is, am, and belongs to.
The processed is the cue phrase (in bold). According to the
cue phrase, we can classify the definition sentence into
different category.

The concept nameþ fBEg þ the

þ studyjtechnologyjterm of . . . ðobjectÞ:

The following Tregex rule is used to capture a definition
sentence, which belongs to research field type:

S < ðNP $þ ðV P << ðNP << ðNP
<<� =studyjsubareajareajfieldjbranchjdiscipline?==studyjsubareajareajfieldjbranchjdiscipline?=ÞÞ
<< =isjremainjarejrefers?=ÞÞ:

Another frequent pattern is that the appositive indicates
the type of a definition sentence. For example, the following
definition sentence refers to the key phrase data mining:

Data mining, a branch of computer science and artificial
intelligence, is the process of extracting patterns from data.

We use following syntactical rule to capture this type of
sentences:

=; = $þ ðNP << ðNP <<� studyjsub-
areajareajareasjfieldjfieldsjbranchjbranchesj
disciplinesjdisciplineÞ $þ =; =:

Each definition sentence is classified into one of five
conceptual categories: Research Field, Technology, System,
Term, and Other. If the definition sentence is classified as other,
the key phrase will be discarded.

3.3 Conceptual Graph Construction

After the key phrases are classified, conceptual graph
structures are then created based on information such as the
section headings and the section content in a Wikipedia
article. A conceptual graph structure [46] contains white
nodes that represent phrase lists or sentences, and a black
node that represents the key concept (key phrase). In our
case, a five edge relations between the black node and the
white nodes are defined. These include Is-a (Definition of
the Concept) Has-Limitation (Drawback of the Concept),
Has-Strength (Advantage of the Concept), Apply-to (Ap-
plication of the Concept) or Include-Technology (Methods
used in the Concept).

Fig. 3 shows a conceptual graph structure constructed
from a Wikipedia article called Latent Semantic Indexing,
abbreviated as LSI. The conceptual graph structure can be
considered as a list of triples. A triple contains a black node,
a white node, and their relation. The basic idea of this graph
construction algorithm is to create each triple by setting the
key phrase as the black node and a target sentence (or
phrase list extracted from the target section) as the white
node. A target section in a page is identified by using the
cue phrases matched with the section title. Each cue phrase
belongs to a relation type. Table 2 shows the cue phrase list
for each edge relation. The key of this algorithm is to extract
the target sentence or phrase list from the target section.

We use Tregex expression rules and the structure of a
Wikipedia page (lists or sections) to extract the sentence and
phrases. A target sentence containing the page title or its
abbreviation is retrieved and classified as one of three
relations (Apply-to, Has-Limitation, and Has-Strength) by
using Tregex expression rules. We found that the most
common syntactical structure for the Apply-to type is that
the target sentence is normally in a passive voice, like
concept nameþ isjareþ usedfor=inusedfor=inþObject. The common
syntactical structure for Has-Limitation and Has-Strength is
that the advantage/disadvantage of the key concept is that. In
addition Has-Strength type sentences have another com-
mon structure: concept name þ overcome/address/þ a
problem/limitation of something. We obtained 15 rules
from the same training set as described in Section 3.2.

The structure of Wikipedia pages can be used while
extracting phrase lists. The table of contents often implies a
relation between the key concept and related concepts. For
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An Example of Cue Phrases in Each Edge Relation Category
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example, in Fig. 4, the target section Technologies of affective

computing is identified by matching the cue phrase technol-

ogies in the Include-Technology category. The target phrase

list Emotional speech, Facial expression, and Body gesture can
then be extracted and represented as a white node, which is

connected to the black node Affective computing with Include-

Technology relation.
The following example illustrates the construction of a

graph like Fig. 3. In stage 2, the system has used the Tregex
expression rule to classify Latent Semantic Indexing as a
Technology with a definition sentence “Latent Semantic
Indexing is an indexing and retrieval method.” In stage 3
(conceptual graphical construction), the first triple is
defined by assigning Latent Semantic Indexing as the black
node (key concept), the definition sentence as the white node,
and is-a as the edge relation between the black and white
nodes. This becomes the first triple. Each section title is
checked against the cue phrases in Table 2. In this case, the
target section in the associated Wikipedia page called
Challenges to LSI is chosen. The section title implies a Has-
Limitation relation. The target sentence “Early challenges to
LSI focused on scalability and performance” is extracted by

matching the LSI with the abbreviation of the page title. The
Tregex rule is used to assign the Has-Limitation as its edge
relation. The second triple is thus defined by representing
the extracted sentence as the white node and setting up
relation as Has-Limitation.

Similarly, another target section called Additional Uses
of LSI is chosen. This section title implies the Apply-to
relation with LSI. Because this target section contains a list
(such as information discovery, automated document
classification), the title of each item is extracted. The
maximum number of list items we use is three. Thus, the
third triple can be defined by setting the extracted phrase
list as the white node, and setting the relation as Apply-to.
In our current implementation, if the phrase list is extracted
for an edge relation, we don’t extract the sentence for that
edge relation.

3.4 Question Generation

In this section, we describe how to generate questions from
a single conceptual graph structure. Our previous study
[12] showed that Judgment questions are one of the frequent
question types used by human supervisors as feedback for
literature review writing. Judgment questions ask students
to judge how important concepts relate to their own work/
project, and hence can trigger higher level cognitive
processes in Bloom’s Taxonomy [47]. Thus, we adopted
two principles to guide the design of our question
templates. First, the questions should be specific. We place
the description of a key concept in the beginning. Second,
the questions should be linked to the author’s research. We
place the judgmental questions after or combined with the
description of the key concept. Question templates are
shown in Table 3

The questions are generated based on the triples in the
conceptual graph. Table 3 shows the nine question genera-
tion rules defined in our repository. Each rule contains a
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Question Generation Rules



triple and a question template. For example, in Rule 1, the
triple Is-A(Research Field, Sentence) means that the relation
between the white node, which is the definition sentence in this
case, and the black node, which is a Research field concept, is
Is-A. Similarly, Rule 9 Include-Technology (Concept,
Phrase1/Phrase2) means that the relations between the
white node, which is a phrase list, and the black node, which
belongs to one of the concepts, is Include-Technology.

The question generation process is simpler than our
previous question generation approach [11]. Like other
question generation approach [8], our previous approach
requires complex NLP transformations in order to fill out
the question template, such as sentence parsing, complex
sentence splitting, and subject_auxiliary_inversion. Errors
often occur during these processes. However, our current
approach only needs to fill out the extracted information in
the predefined question templates. Thus, it is less error
prone. For example, assume that in Stage 3 a conceptual
graph structure has been built based on the Wikipedia
article called Latent Semantic Indexing. In Stage 4, we match
each triple in the graph with predefined question genera-
tion rules and generate template-based questions. If the first
triple with Is-a relation matches Rule 2, then the question
template is filled with the concept name and sentence
(white node). The following question is generated: Latent
Semantic Indexing is an indexing and retrieval method that uses a
math... How do you see Latent semantic indexing being applied in
your project? Similarly, if the second triple with an Apply-to
relation and a phrase list as white node matches Rule 7, the
following question is then generated: Do you know that
Latent Semantic Indexing has been applied in Information
Discovery, automated document Classification, and Text sum-
marization? How are these applications of þ Latent Semantic
Indexing þ relevant to your project?

4 EVALUATION

4.1 Participants

The participants in this study consisted of 20 engineering
students doing a postgraduate or undergraduate research

project and two domain experts who supervise many of the
students (i.e., academics supervisors). All participants had
completed a Research Methods course that required them to
write a literature review for their research project. All
participants signed an informed consent form approved by
an ethics committee. Each of them was given a movie
voucher as a reward.

4.2 Materials

The digital versions of the 20 literature review papers
written by each student were used for the study. Based on
these literature review papers, 82 questions were generated
by the two academic supervisors and 154 by the computer
system. Papers were allocated to the actual supervisor or
the one with the closest expertise, so that they could
generate questions more effectively. Each paper was
assigned for review to one supervisor. Besides human and
computer generated questions, we obtained five common
generic trigger questions from a literature review writing
tutorial [4] (see Table 4).

4.3 Procedure

To evaluate our automatic QG system, we conducted a
Bystander Turing Test [48]. Student participants were asked
to guess whether questions were generic, written by a
human supervisor, or by the computer system. They also
rated the quality of these questions in terms of six quality
measures (QM) shown in Table 5. QM 1 and 2 are about
whether a question is understandable. QM 3 and 4 assess a
question’s usefulness for learning, while QM 5 and 6 assess
whether the question’s usefulness for improving the
literature review document itself.

5 RESULT AND DISCUSSION

5.1 Key Phrase Classification

In the key phrase extraction stage, the computer system
extracted 289 unique key phrases from the 20 literature
review papers. This is excluding 67 duplicate key phrases
(which occurs when, for example, the same key phrase was
extracted from two papers). As we mentioned in Section 1,
each key phrase belongs to one of five predefined
conceptual categories: Research Field, Technology, Term,
System, and Other. Table 6 shows the classification result on
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the 289 key phrases. Apart from the category Other, we can
see that there are more Technology (39) and Research Field
(20) key phrases than Term (12) and System (14).

Two people independently annotated the 289 key
phrases. Cohen’s Kappa coefficient was 0.58 (n ¼ 5;
N ¼ 289; k ¼ 2). To measure the classifier’s performance
we calculated a balanced F-score, taking into account
precision and recall.

Technology (F-score: 0.86), System (F-score: 0.8), and
Research Field (F-score: 0.79) were easier to identify than
Term (F-score: 0.7). This may be because Term contains
relatively more implicit definition sentences. For example,
the following sentence was extracted for the key phrase
“denial-of-service attack”: A denial-of-service attack (DoS attack)
or distributed denial-of-service attack (DDoS attack) is an attempt
to make a computer resource unavailable to its intended users.
This sentence is difficult to identify as a Term because it
contains no cue phrases. Another example, for the key
phrase “feature extraction technology,” is In pattern recogni-
tion and in image processing, feature extraction is a special form
of dimensionality reduction. This sentence is also difficult to
classify as technology if the system does not know that

dimensionality reduction is a technology. Implicit definition
sentences affect the recall index.

Another typical problem is when one definition sentence
is matched with two or more rules which belong to different
categories. For example, take the definition sentence for
Data Mining: “Data mining, a branch of computer science and
artificial intelligence, is the process of extracting patterns from
data.” This sentence was matched with a rule in the
Research Field category because the appositive contains
branch as a cue phrase. It was also matched with a rule in
the Technology category because the head of the leftmost
noun phrase in the sentence contains the cue phrase
process. Hence, this type of sentence is difficult to classify.
Misclassifications in this case affect the precision index.
Currently, to overcome this problem we simply randomly
select one category.

We have discarded the “Other” questions since this type
of question are useless for question generation. Then, we
manually filtered out 10 key phrases and used the
remaining 75 to construct conceptual graphical structures
based on the content of the corresponding Wikipedia
articles. It is easy for a human to identify these key phrases
(algorithm, collaboration, compiler, gray, measurement,
ownership, research, goal, lingua franca, bought, and
review) as not likely to produce valuable questions in an
engineering research project. They are too general or not
specific enough. In a real scenario, where different cohorts
work on the same topic, a blacklist could have been used for
a fully automated process. We point out that the pedago-
gical value is evaluated using this semiautomated process.

As a result, the computer system generated 154 ques-
tions. From this pool of questions, we randomly sampled
five questions at most for each paper; 96 questions were
used across the 20 literature reviews. In total, 278 questions
were evaluated, including 96 questions generated by the
computer system, 82 questions from the human super-
visors, and 100 generic questions.

5.2 Question Authorship Evaluation

For each of the questions, participants were asked to guess
whether it was a computer generated question, a question
from a human supervisor, or a generic one. Table 7 shows
that the F-scores were 0.43 for supervisor-generated
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questions, 0.53 for computer-generated questions, and 0.79
for generic questions. This shows that, as expected, generic
questions were the easiest to identify.

Participants were sometimes still able to distinguish
between human and computer generated questions. This
was perhaps because the human questions were often more
concise, and sometimes the computer system questions
(especially the lengthier ones) contained grammatical
errors. Nonetheless, the F-scores show that distinguishing
human generated from computer generated questions was
not easy: 44 percent (42 out of 96) of the computer
generated questions were wrongly identified as supervisor
generated, while 41 percent (34 out of 82) of the supervisor
questions were wrongly identified as being from the
computer system. Moreover, the Cohen’s Kappa coefficient
(k ¼ 0:38) shows a low agreement on the classification
result between the students’ perception and the real
category, which indicates that the students experienced
moderate difficulties in distinguishing the questions.

There are two major possible reasons for this classifica-
tion result. First, the computer-generated questions were
specific and related to the major topics of the participants’
literature reviews.

Second, both human and computer generated questions
used abstract concepts (especially for questions in the
categories of Application, and Limitation, and Strength).
For example, the following question was generated by a
human supervisor: What are the advantages and disadvantages
of implementing recommender technologies on a mobile device?
This type of question often requires student-writers to
critically identify the strength or limitations of a method/
theory/system.

5.3 Comparative Evaluation of Three Question
Producers

The student participants rated the quality of each question
on a five-point Likert point scale along six quality measures.
Higher scores reflect stronger agreement with the quality
measure statements; the midpoint, 3, reflects a neutral
stance. The results are displayed in Table 8. Generic
questions were perceived to be slightly more grammatically
correct (QM1) and also clearer (QM2) than the other
question types. However, analyses of variance (ANOVA)

showed that this trend was only marginally significant for
QM1, Fð2;275Þ ¼ 2:03, p ¼ :07, and not significant for QM2,
F ð2;275Þ ¼ 2:03, p ¼ :13.

QM3 and QM4 were designed to assess the perceived
pedagogical usefulness of the questions. In both of these
quality measures, the generic questions (QM3: M ¼ 3:21,
SD ¼ 0:84; QM4: M ¼ 2:97, SD ¼ 0:83) were rated to be least
useful, while the computer- (QM3: M ¼ 3:68, SD ¼ 0:81;
QM4: M ¼ 3:30, SD ¼ 0:77) and supervisor-generated (QM3:
M ¼ 3:56, SD ¼ 0:83; QM4: M ¼ 3:32, SD ¼ 0:78) questions
were given similar higher scores. ANOVA results indicated
that some of these differences were statistically significant
for QM3, Fð2;275Þ ¼ 8:37; p < :001, as well as for QM4,
Fð2;275Þ ¼ 5:79; p ¼ :003.

To test the difference between pairs of question types, we
used Fisher’s least significant difference (LSD). For all LSD
tests in this paper, we adopted an alpha level of .05. This
test indicated that computer-generated questions signifi-
cantly outperformed generic questions, on both QM3
(MD(0.47) > LSD(0.23)) and QM4 (MD(0.33) > LSD (0.22)).
Meanwhile, supervisor-generated questions also signifi-
cantly outscored generic questions on both QM3
(MD(0.35) > LSD(0.24)) and QM4 (MD(0.35) > LSD(0.23).
The difference between computer-generated and super-
visor-generated questions was not significant for QM3
(MD(0.12) < LSD(0.25), nor for QM4 (MD(0.01) < LSD(0.24)).

QM5 is about the usefulness of the questions to improve
the structure of the literature review. In this case, generic
questions slightly outscored both supervisor- and compu-
ter-generated questions. However, ANOVA indicated that
these differences were not significant, Fð2;275Þ ¼ 1:97,
p ¼ :14. QM6 assesses the usefulness of the question for
revising and improving the literature review. Supervisor
questions slightly outscored computer-generated ones,
which in turn outscored generic questions. However, once
again ANOVA indicated that these differences were not
significant, Fð2;275Þ ¼ 1:91, p ¼ :15

Taken together, these results show that while our
computer system questions were judged as being relatively
less clear, they were perceived to be pedagogically as useful
as supervisor-generated questions, and more pedagogically
useful than generic questions. This indicates that our
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system was successful in identifying important key con-
cepts in the students’ literature reviews, and providing
meaningful questions about those key concepts.

It is possible that some questions produced by the
human supervisors had relatively low pedagogical utility
because they were unfamiliar with the topics in some of
students’ literature reviews. This is reflected in the fact that
the human supervisors sometimes used generic questions
(as shown in Table 7, 13 percent of the supervisor questions
were wrongly identified as generic). However, we argue
that this reflects a realistic situation: instructors who teach
academic writing courses are not always familiar with the
topics in their students’ writing. Hence, we can say that, in
terms of pedagogical utility, the performance of our
computer system is comparable to the human instructors
in typical academic writing courses.

The computer-generated questions were rated as rela-
tively less clear (QM1 and QM2). Part of the reason might be
that some of the phrase lists extracted were not informative
enough. For example, the following question was generated
based on a triple which included the key phrase “Latent
semantic analysis,” the phrase list (white node) “polysemy, bag

of words model, and probabilistic model, and the relation “Has-
Limitation”: “Latent semantic analysis has been known to have
several limitations, in relation to issues such as polysemy, bag of

words model, and probabilistic model. How do you address these
issues in your project?”. This question may be relatively
unclear because it does not convey adequate information
about bag of words model and proabilistic model. Nonetheless,
it is important to note that the computer-generated ques-
tions still obtained average scores above 4, which indicates
that on average, the participants perceived the questions to
be clear and understandable.

5.4 Impact of Manually Filtering Misclassified Key
Phrases

The blacklist filtering of the 10 key phrases (out of 85) in
stage 1 can be considered to affect the evaluation results,
particularly the human classification results in Table 7 and
the pedagogical value of computer-generated questions in
Table 8.

Here, we performed a worse case scenario analysis,
where these key phrases generated the 20 least valuable
questions (and therefore correctly classified as computer
generated). In this scenario each question got the lowest
score (1) in QM 3, 4, 5, and 6 (the pedagogical value). As a
result, the question classification result on system category
was increased from an F-score of 0.53 (see Table 7) to 0.611
(precision: 0.619 and recall: 0.603). On the other hand, the
overall quality measure score for the system was decreased.
After performing a series of ANOVA and Fishers’ LSD tests,
we found that human supervisors significantly outper-
formed the system in QM 3, 4, 5, and 6. In addition,
ANOVA indicated that generic questions significantly
outperformed system-generated questions in QM5,
Fð2;295Þ ¼ 10:6, p ¼ :004. These results indicate that the
system’s performance would have decreased if we had not
used a man-made blacklist.

5.5 Correlation Analysis of Quality Measures

We used the scores for the computer system given by the
students to perform a correlation analysis of the six quality
measures. The results are displayed in Table 9. As we
expected QM1 and QM2—which are both about the
correctness—are strongly correlated (r ¼ 0:769). QM3 and
QM4, both about the usefulness for learning, are moderately
correlated (r ¼ 0:611). We also observed that QM4, QM5,
and QM6 are moderately correlated to each other. This
indicates that learning new concepts (QM4) and reconstruct-
ing new concepts (QM5) are perceived to be related to
revising and improving the literature review (QM6).

5.6 Investigation on the Impact of Computer
Generated Questions by Groups

To examine whether participants’ research experience
influenced their evaluation of the questions, we divided
the 20 participants into two groups: Group 1 was composed
of first year students (see Table 10), while Group 2 was
composed of second or third year students (see Table 11).
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Pearson Correlation Coefficient of Six Quality Measures
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For each group, ANOVA and Fishers’ LSD tests were
performed to examine differences between the three
question types.

For second and third year students (Table 11), there was
no significant difference between the three question types in
any of the quality measures. For first year-students, generic
questions were perceived to be more grammatically correct
(QM1) and clearer (QM2) than computer generated ques-
tions, but there was no significant difference between
computer-generated questions and human supervisor ques-
tions, Fð2;137Þ ¼ 0:16, p ¼ :85 for QM1 and Fð2;137Þ ¼ 0:47,
p ¼ :62 for QM2. For QM3 and QM4, computer generated
questions significantly outperformed generic questions,
while there was no significant difference between compu-
ter-generated questions and human supervisor questions,
Fð2;137Þ ¼ 0:89, p ¼ :42 for QM3 and Fð2;137Þ ¼ 0:89, p ¼
:42 for QM4. For QM5, there were no significant differences
between any of the question types, Fð2;137Þ ¼ 0:42, p ¼ :66
For QM6, computer-generated questions significantly out-
scored generic questions; but there was no significant
difference between computer generated and supervisor
questions.

Surprisingly, compared to second/third-year students,
first-year students gave higher scores for questions (QM3
and QM4). ANOVA results indicated that first-year
students gave significantly higher scores for computer
generated question in QM3 (Fð1;94Þ ¼ 11:477; p ¼ :02) and
QM4 (Fð1;94Þ ¼ 7:851; p ¼ :01). This indicates that the
computer-generated questions were more useful for first-
year students in terms of developing deeper understanding
of concepts and learning new concepts. This might be
because first-year research students are less familiar with
the important concepts in their area of study. This also
indicates that the Wikipedia knowledge base is more useful
for the students who are new in their research area.

5.7 Relation Type Evaluation

In order to examine the usefulness of each relation type for
question generation, we evaluated the five relation types:
Definition, Apply-to, Has-Limitation, Has-Strength, and
Include-Technology. We used the 96 computer generated
questions rated by the students described before. There were
50 questions generated from Definition relation type, 26 from
Apply-to, nine from Has-Limitation, five from Has-Strength,

and six from Include-Technology. Table 12 shows the
average score for each relation type according to the quality
measure. We observed that all five relation types were well
regarded in QM1 and QM2 because these two quality
measure requires only surface level correctness without
considering pedagogical aspects. Has-Strength and Has-
Limitation relation types obtained better scores than other
relation types in QM3, QM4, and QM6 (above 3.67). Writers
generally “agreed” or “almost agreed” that questions had
good pedagogical value in terms of helping to develop deep
understanding of important concepts, learn about new
concepts, and revise the literature review paper. The
Definition type obtained relative poor performance: the
lowest rank in QM3 (M ¼ 3:56) and the second lowest rank in
QM4 (M ¼ 3:16) and in QM6 (M ¼ 3:32). After performing a
series of ANOVA and LSD tests, we found that Has-Strength
significantly outperformed Apply-to and Include-Technol-
ogy in terms of QM4 (Fð4;91Þ ¼ 3:15; p < :001). However, all
relation types were perceived to have pedagogical value in
terms of deep understanding of important concepts (QM3).

These results suggest that the five relation types were
perceived to be useful for learning important concepts. The
Has-Strength and Has-Limitation questions were particu-
larly valuable because these question types addressed
critical analysis issues on literature review writing. How-
ever, the number of questions generated from these two
types is limited due to the limitation of our current
conceptual graph construction approach, which uses the
section headings to indicate the target sentence of the
concept. Sometimes the section content could still include
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the target sentence, even when the section heading does not
imply the strength or limitation of a concept.

6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE wORK

In this paper, we presented an intelligent question genera-
tion tool for supporting literature review writing. The tool is
based on conceptual graph structures constructed from
Wikipedia articles. The questions are intended to prompt
students to reflect on key concepts in their area of study. In
order to evaluate the quality of the computer generated
questions, we compared them to questions generated by
two human supervisors and also to a set of generic
questions. The computer-generated questions were per-
ceived to be as pedagogically useful as human supervisor
questions, and more useful than generic questions. In
addition, the computer-generated questions were consid-
ered to be more useful by first-year students, compared to
second and third year students. Findings of this study also
suggested that Wikipedia can play an important role in
identifying the substantive concepts/key phrases in a
literature review, and filtering out less relevant concepts.

One problem we encountered was that some of the
definition sentences extracted from Wikipedia were im-
plicit, or matched with multiple rules from different key
phrase categories. One possible solution is to use a
supervised machine learning approach to classify the
sentences; this, however, would require more human
resources for labeling and defining useful features.

The headings of Wikipedia sections were found to be
useful for identifying the target sentence or phrase list in the
content. Using information from section headings in Wiki-
pedia reduces the computational cost needed to scan and
classify each sentence in a Wikipedia article. The drawback of
using section headings is that some target sentences or
phrase lists cannot be extracted because they appeared in
sections whose heading does not contain the cue phrases.

One of limitation of our current AQG system is that it is
domain dependent, because we only defined a limited
number of concepts for generating questions (e.g., Research
Field, Technology, Term, and System). Although these
concepts are common in the science disciplines, they may
not be directly suitable for other humanity or social science
disciplines (e.g., English literature). Another limitation is
that we may not apply this approach to other applications,
such as reading comprehension. For such applications, the
knowledge representation is commonly constructed from
the reading material rather than other resources, such as
Wikipedia.

In this study, questions were only evaluated by the
student-writers. Sometimes, the student’s perception and
the true value might mismatch. In the future work, we will
evaluate the questions based on human experts’ perception.
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